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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Purpose of this Dissertation 

  Literature has identified many new factors affecting asset prices, yet some of them 

have not been taken into specific accounts. In contrast to the well-known cost of carry 

model specifying relationship between cash and futures or forward markets, this 

dissertation develops new pricing models allowing for different considerations. And 

as can be seen in the future, futures pricing models can be more accurate and help to 

articulate academic thoughts with reality furthermore after considering some 

important and vivid phenomena which are ignored. 
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Table 1. 1  Comparisons between Futures Pricing Models in Literature 

Chapter
2

Chapter
3

Chapter
4

Static X

Inter-
temporal X X X X X X X X X

Yes X X X X X X X X X

No X

Constant X X X X X X X

Stochastic X X X

Constant X NA* NA NA NA

Stochastic X X X X X

Constant X

Stochastic X X X X X X X X X

Partial X X X X X X

General X X X X

Yes X

No X X X X X X X X X

Inormation-
Time based X

Calendar-
Time based X X X X X X X X X

With X X

Without X X X X X X X X

This dissertation
Black
(1976)

Richard
and

Sundaresan
(1981)

Cox,
Ingersoll,

and
Ross

(1981)

Gibson
and

Schwartz
(1990)

Hemler
and

Longstaff
(1991)

Schwartz
(1997)

Hilliard
and
Reis

(1998)

Event Risk

Interest rate

Equilibrium

Hetero-
geneous

Expectaion

Time
Spans

Timeframing

Closed
form

Volatility

Convenience
Yield

 
*  “NA” means not available in literature. 
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1.2 Literature Review 

Originated from the no-arbitrage argument, the most widely used equation in futures 

pricing is the cost-of-carry model as deposited in Equation (1.1). 

 ( )carryr T t
t tF S e −=  (1.1) 

The futures price tF  and the underlying asset price tS  are connected by a 

carrying-cost rate carryr . According to Equation (1.1), tF  should be larger than tS  

in a frictionless market. However, this is not always the case in the real world. (Cakici, 

et al., 1991) Investors form their expectations based on additional information or their 

own judgments such as demands and supplies or market sentiments. Thus, the time- t  

futures price is determined by the expected spot prices at maturity which is filtrated 

by tI , the information set available at time t , as deposited in Equation (1.2). And 

this is what unbiased expectation theory emphasizes. 

 ( )( )t t tF E S T I=  (1.2) 

There are interesting contrasts between Equation (1.1) and (1.2). The cost-of-carry 

model says that today’s futures price is the compounding result from today’ spot price 

to due date’s, and all variables involved are explicit. Yet the unbiased expectation 

theory tells us that today’s futures price is the due date’s expected spot one, and all 

variables right-hand-sided are implicit. Unless the trajectory of spot price, information 

set tI , and the expectation operation structure tE  are known explicitly, Equation 

(1.2) could not offer us direct implementations.  

Black (1976) asserts that the expected changes of futures price F
F
∆  satisfy a 
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formula like CAPM with beta *β , market return mR , and short-term interest rate R , 

that is, 

 ( )m
FE E R R

F
β ∗∆⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤= × −⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

 (1.3) 

Note that Equation (1.3) is not exactly the same as the original CAPM specification 

because no initial investment is attached to the futures positions while bearing risk for 

subsequent spot price changes. The percentage returns must be replaced by the dollar 

returns and the original beta is renamed by the dollar beta. 

Equation (1.3) says that the expected futures price change is proportional to the 

dollar beta. As long as *β  is zero, the expected futures price change is zero, too. 

This model is justified by Dusak’s (1973) empirical finding that many commodity 

futures possess zero-beta characteristic such as wheat, corn, and soybean futures. 

Black’s (1976) model provides an easy way to estimate the mean of possible futures 

prices, because even though the condition of zero-beta doesn’t hold, Equation (1.3) 

still could help to estimate the mean of futures changes through spot price changes. 

Richard and Sundaresan (1981) construct an intertemporal rational expectation 

model in a multi-good economy with identical consumers. They find that the 

effectiveness of consumption hedging is the key to discern normal backwardation or 

Contango phenomenon. If an investor can successfully use contracts to hedge 

consumption risks, then the phenomenon of Contango prevails. Otherwise, normal 

backwardation emerges. 

The equilibrium futures price quoted on good i  written at time t  and due to 

mature at time T  they derived is given by 
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U C s
ρ−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎡ ⎤∫= ⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (1.4) 

where ( )1U i  is the lifetime expected utility function; C  is the investor’s 

consumption; ρ  is the intertemporal discount factor for consumption; 

( ) ,    1,  2,  ...,  iS t i N= , is the market price of good i ; and ( )r s  is the instantaneous 

riskless rate of interest in the numeraire good 1. 

Richard and Sundaresan’s model bring in the preferences of consumers explicitly as 

compared by Equation (1.1), the cost-of-carry model. While the utility function ( )U t  

and discounting factor ρ  are unknown and difficult to proxy in practice, their model 

solves disputes about the unbiased expectation hypothesis and offers a complete 

analytical framework of general equilibrium. 

Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1981) derive the following equation with their 11 

propositions: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )

   
,     

r X u d u W

W

J s
F X t E e S X s

J t
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪∫= ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭

 (1.5) 

where ( )WJ i  is the marginal utility of wealth of the representative investor and X  

is a vector of state variables. Equation (1.5) means that the value of a futures contract 

is the expectation of its marginal-utility-weighted payoffs. And this is very similar to 

Equation (1.4), the Richard and Sundaresan’s result. 

Except for the futures pricing formula, Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross also prove that if 

futures price and bond price are positively correlated, then the futures price is less 

than the forward price; if they are negatively correlated, then the reverse stands. 
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A two-factor pricing model Gibson and Schwartz (1990) have derived is aimed at 

the stochastic property of convenience yield of natural resources such as crude oil. 

Gibson and Schwartz think that this two-factor model can explain the intrinsic 

difference between the price volatilities of spot and futures prices as well as 

decreasing maturity pattern of futures prices. Then the dynamics of a contingent claim 

( ), ,F S δ τ  under perfect market assumption and no-arbitrary condition will 

guarantee the following partial differential equation: 

 

( ) ( )

2 2 21 1       
2 2

     0

S S S S S S

S

F S F F S

F S r F F

δ δ δ δ δ δ

δ δ δ δ δ τ

σ σ ρ σ σ

δ α β δ λ σ

+ +

⎡ ⎤+ − + − − − =⎣ ⎦

 (1.6) 

subject to the initial condition: 

 ( )0, ,F S Sδ =  (1.7) 

where δ  is the instantaneous net convenience yield. δα  is its mean-reverting speed 

measure, δβ  is its long-run average, and δσ  is its diffusion term, δλ  denotes the 

market price per unit of convenience yield risk, ( )T tτ = − , and 

( )cov ,S Sd z d zδ δρ = . However, Gibson and Schwartz do not develop no analytical 

solution. Nevertheless, they used 1984-1989 futures data to address superiority of OU 

setting of stochastic convenience yields. 

  Despite the popularity of the cost-of-carry model, the exogenous assumption of 

stock market could fail to capture the dynamic interactions between spot and futures 

markets. Second, futures and forward prices need not be equal if interest rates are 

stochastic. Third, mispricing resulted from cost-of-carry model still approved by 
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many empirical results. Hemler and Longstaff (1991) construct a general equilibrium 

model accounting for continuous-time economy, stochastic interest rates, and 

stochastic market volatility. They show the differences between futures and forward 

prices. Meanwhile, they note the relationships among important variables mentioned 

above by NYSE stock index futures data. Their closed-form futures pricing formula is 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3
1, , , D r D VF W r V W D e τ τρ ττ τ +−=  (1.8) 

where W  denotes wealth, ρ  is interpreted as the dividend yield, r  is the riskless 

interest rate, V  is the variance of the market return, and T tτ = − . Note that ( )1D τ , 

( )2D τ , and ( )3D τ  are deterministic functions of time and parameters defined in the 

dynamics of production output, interest rate, and market volatility. 

It is obvious that Equation (1.8) is different from the cost-of-carry model. Hemler 

and Longstaff (1991) assert that market volatility matters in determining the stock 

futures price. This is usually ignored by traditional hedging strategists and obstructs 

the perfect hedge. 

Schwartz (1997) develops a three-factor model of commodity futures contracts. The 

first stochastic factor is commodity price which take mean reverting into account. The 

second one is convenience yield which is assumed to follow a mean-reverting process 

as well. The last one considered in his study is stochastic interest rate. His 

closed-form formula is 

 ( )
( ) ( )

( )
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,  ,  ,   
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r
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δ

δ

α αδ
− − −

+ +

=  (1.9) 

where α i  are mean-reverting speed parameters. Schwartz also utilizes the Kalman 

filter methodology to estimates parameters empirically. He finds commodity futures 
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prices reveal strong men-reverting characteristics. Note that ( )4D T  is a 

deterministic function of time and parameters defined in the dynamics of underlying 

asset price, interest rate, and convenience yield. 

  Hilliard and Reis (1998) develop a model allowing for four stochastic factors to 

value options on commodity futures. The stochastic factors they take into 

consideration include spot asset price, convenience yield, interest rate, and jumps. 

They also provide the closed-form pricing formula for futures contracts: 

 ( ) ( )
( )

( )

   1

5  
,  ,  ,  ,  

,  

e

S D e
F S r q

B t T

α τδ

δ
δ

ατ
δ τ

−
−

=  (1.10) 

where ( ),  B t T  is price of a zero coupon bond existing from time t  to time T . 

Note that ( )5D T  is a deterministic function of time and parameters defined in the 

dynamics of underlying asset price, interest rate, and convenience yield. 

  Except the usually mean-reverting characteristics of spot price and convenience, 

Hilliard and Reis use Heath, Jarrow, and Morton’s no-arbitrage setting to describe 

interest rate dynamics. They find the effect of introducing stochastic convenience 

yields into the model and the effect of having a short time lag between the maturity of 

a European call option and the underlying futures contract have significant impact on 

the option prices. 

  In summary, it is obvious that various futures pricing formulas in literature are 

correlated with the cost of carry model to some extent. What distinguish them most 

are different stochastic factors for partial equilibrium models and preference 

characteristics for general equilibrium ones. 
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1.3 Contents 

When futures market and cash market maintain an effective linkage by arbitragers, 

futures contract and its underlying asset are viewed as perfect substitutes, and rational 

arbitragers sustain negligible mispricing series fluctuate randomly around zero 

theoretically. However, such accordance can not be attained by the cost of carry model 

simply. Considerable inconsistent evidences are found in previous studies. Except 

additional stochastic state variables identified in literature, expectation heterogeneity 

can be another important reason. In deed, traders form different opinions even when 

they have the same substantive information. On the other hand, traders may adjust or 

update their original expectations from market variables recursively as well. Thus, I 

discuss impacts on futures pricing caused by expectation heterogeneity and 

adjustment behavior and derive closed-form futures pricing formulas allowing for the 

two phenomena and stochastic interest rate within an intertemporal partial-equilibrium 

framework in Chapter 2. 

  Chapter 3 is enlightened by abundant academic evidences of leptokurtic or 

fat-tailed phenomena of stock price changes and the reason explained by Clark (1973): 

“the distribution of price changes is subordinated to a normal distribution”. Despite 

that Clark did not derive any asset pricing formula in intertemporal sense, his thinking 

prompts Chang, Chang, and Lim (1998) to develop a stochastic subordinated model 

for pricing options which is based on information time setting. By subordinating 

Poisson process into price change trajectory, only one extra parameter is needed to 

capture stochastic characteristic of volatility in contrast to the usual calendar-time 

based models. Based on the ideas of subordination and information time, Chapter 3 
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derives futures pricing formulas in analytic forms to emphasize importance of 

irritating information arrivals. Different from Chang, Chang, and Lim’s (1998) pricing 

model is that we simultaneously take stochastic properties of interest rate and 

convenience yield into consideration. It helps to explain why leptokurtic or fat-tailed 

phenomena in markets, and offers greater empirical performance than the cost of carry 

model and its calendar-time based counterpart. 

  One of the most exciting thinking in modern finance is no-arbitrage replication 

argument. It is based on an equivalent comparison of expected returns and risks 

between different positions and identifies an analytical framework within a 

partial-equilibrium economy. However, some risks may not be simply hedged out or 

setoff because they are non-traded economic variables and obstacle practical 

implication of partial equilibrium models. For example, major events like 

technological innovations and catastrophes which often triggers abrupt changes in 

stock prices and volatility cannot be hedged out easily. A good general-equilibrium 

model can help to resolve such problem. Nevertheless, preference characteristics 

shown in pricing results of general equilibrium models are also uncomfortable in 

direct implementation. Therefore, I borrow Hemler and Longstaff’s (1991) 

“preference-free” model in order to derive a general-equilibrium futures price in its 

analytic form to differentiate regular and irregular components of volatility as Merton 

(1976) noted in Chapter 4. And Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation. 

 




